FRETWORKS

Tuesday 6 August 6pm
Primrose Potter Salon
PRESENTED BY
Melbourne Recital Centre &
Melbourne Guitar Quartet
ARTISTS
Melbourne Guitar Quartet
Benjamin Dix guitar
Dan McKay guitar
Jeremy Tottenham guitar
Michael MacManus guitar
Alexandra Velasco classical bass
PROGRAM
PAT METHENY (b. 1954) – arr. Benjamin Dix
The Heat of the Day
TERRY RILEY (b. 1935)
G Song
PAT METHENY – arr. Benjamin Dix
Letter From Home
ANDREW YORK (b. 1958)
Quiccan
B&B
STEVE REICH (b. 1936)
Electric Counterpoint

L O C A L
H E R O E S

ABOUT THE ARTISTS
As Melbourne's leading guitar ensemble, Melbourne Guitar Quartet's (MGQ's)
blend of innovative arrangements, technical flair and superb ensemble playing
place it as a brilliant addition to Australia's musical landscape. Through MGQ's
unique guitar family instrumentation of classical bass, baritone, standard, treble
and octave guitars, it has worked tirelessly towards establishing itself as a guitar
quartet unlike any other with self-penned re-workings of established classics
and a passion for newly commissioned works. MGQ embodies a vibrant and
dynamic onstage musical persona that has amassed diverse audience appeal
since its formation in 2005, captivating avid lovers of chamber music and guitar
aficionados alike, as well as leaving concert first-timers fascinated by its unique
musical approach. With MGQ at the helm, guitar performance is set to be
transformed as the four guitarists continue to explore the world of their
instrument as you have never heard or seen before.
Alexandra Velasco has been building a three-pronged career as a musician
since 2010, committed teaching, researching and performing in diverse
settings. She has performed in master classes for Xuefei Yang; David Russell;
Manuel Barrueco; among others. Alex’s primary interest in classical Spanish
repertoire of the 20th century has allowed her to gain a deeper understanding
of the artistic developments during the pre-Franco Spanish Silver Age of the
1920s, which was the focus of her research during her Master of Music degree
(2016). Moreover, Alex has been eager to discover a wide range of genres and
their performance practices, both as a soloist and as an ensemble player,
bringing her electric guitar to the MCM Brett Dean orchestral project Fire Music,
recorded by the ABC (2014), to playing guitar and songwriting in the hip hop/
alternative/mish mash band Renelophus. As a chamber musician, Alex has
enjoyed playing with the Altazena Guitar Trio and with the Melbourne Guitar
Quartet.
mgq.com.au
facebook.com/MelbourneGuitarQuartet
MGQ wish to thank Hannabach Strings for their continued support.
NEXT CONCERT
Modern Masters
Tuesday 26 November, 6pm
Melbourne Recital Centre proudly stands on the land of the Kulin Nation and we pay our
respects to Melbourne’s First People, to their Elders past and present, and to our shared future.
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PRINCIPAL GOVERNMENT PARTNER

Local Heroes Series is generously supported by:
Jane Kunstler
Majlis Pty Ltd
Maria Sola
Donors to the Music Circle Fund

